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REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL (“RFP”) WITH RESPECT TO THE: 

Information Management System Acquisition 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose of RFP 

1.1.1 Leduc County (the “County”) seeks proposals from interested parties for the 
following: 

Leduc County is seeking an organization to provide a solution and implementation 
services for an Information Management System for the County.  

If the County receives a proposal acceptable to it, the County will select one (1) or 
more parties who submitted a proposal (the “Proponents”) with whom the County, 
in its sole and unfettered discretion, will negotiate regarding the terms of a contract 
(the “Contract”) to perform the Work. 

1.2 Submission of RFP 

1.2.1 Proponents shall submit four (4) printed copies along with an electronic copy on a 
USB drive, of their Proposal in an envelope marked “Leduc County Request for 
Proposal Information Management System Acquisition RFP No. 21-025 (the 
“Proposals”) on or before 2:00:00 pm on November 12, 2021. (Mountain Standard 
Time) on  (the “RFP Closing Time”) to: 

 
Leduc County 
101, 1101 - 5 Street, Main Floor Reception 
Nisku, Alberta T9E 2X3 
Attention: Jason McNabb, Manager - Information Management and Technology 

No faxed or electronically submitted Proposals will be accepted by the County. 

1.2.2 Proposals will be opened following the RFP Closing Time. No Proposal(s) submitted 
after the RFP Closing Time will be accepted. 

1.2.3 Each Proponent may submit only one Proposal. Collusion between Proponents will 
be sufficient cause for the affected proposal(s) to be rejected outright by the County 
without further consideration. 

1.2.4 Any inquiries respecting this RFP should be directed, in writing, to:  
 

Jason McNabb, Manager - Information Management and Technology 
101, 1101 - 5 Street,  
Nisku, Alberta T9E 2X3 
Email: jason@leduc-county.com 
Tel. 780-770-9165 

mailto:jason@leduc-county.com
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1.2.5 Each Proponent shall designate within 5 calendar days of the receipt of this RFP, and 
no later than 7 calendar days prior to the RFP Closing Time of this RFP, one (1) person 
to whom any additional information, as may be deemed relevant to this RFP by the 
County, may be communicated. The name and contact information is to be emailed 
to the County’s designated contact person indicated in paragraph 1.2.4 above noted. 

1.2.6 The County is under no obligation to respond to any inquiry submitted to it in respect 
of this RFP. 

1.2.7 If the County, in its sole and unfettered discretion, determines that a written 
response to an inquiry is warranted, a written response will be prepared and 
distributed to all Proponents who have requested a copy of this RFP and completed 
the acknowledgment form.  Such written response(s) will be issued in the form of an 
addendum to this RFP, and will be deemed to be part of this RFP. 

1.2.8 No inquiry submitted to the County will be responded to after November 3, 2021.   

1.2.9 The Request for Proposal timetable is as follows: 
 

RFP Posting on APC: October 15, 2021 

Deadline for Questions: 
November 3, 2021; 2:00:00 p.m.  
Mountain Standard Time 

Addendum Posting, if any: November 5, 2021 

RFP Closing:  November 12, 2021; 2:00:00 p.m.  
Mountain Standard Time 

Completion of Evaluation: November 26, 2021 

Award of Contract: December 6, 2021 

Commencement of Service Provision: December 13, 2021 

1.3 General Conditions Applicable to this RFP 

1.3.1 Appendices and Addenda  

The appendices to this RFP and any subsequent addenda are incorporated into and 
form part of this RFP.  The information and data contained in any appendices and any 
subsequent addenda may form the basis upon which the Contract will be entered 
into with the County.   

1.3.2 Disclaimer of Liability and Indemnity 

By submitting a Proposal, a Proponent agrees:  

1.3.2.1 to be responsible for conducting its own due diligence on data and 
information upon which its Proposal is based;  

1.3.2.2 that it has fully satisfied itself as to its rights and the nature extended to 
the risks it will be assuming;  

1.3.2.3 that it has gathered all information necessary to perform all of its 
obligations under its Proposal;  
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1.3.2.4 that it is solely responsible for ensuring that it has all information 
necessary to prepare its Proposal and for independently verifying and 
informing itself with respect to any terms or conditions that may affect 
its Proposal;  

1.3.2.5 to hold harmless the County, its elected officials, officers, employees, 
agents or advisors and all of their respective successors and assigns, from 
all claims, liability and costs related to all aspects of the RFP process;  

1.3.2.6 that it shall not be entitled to claim against the County, its elected 
officials, officers, employees, insurers, agents or advisors on grounds that 
any information, whether obtained from the County or otherwise 
(including information made available by its elected officials, officers, 
employees, agents or advisors), regardless of the manner or form in 
which the information is provided is incorrect or insufficient; 

1.3.2.7 that the County will not be responsible for any costs, expenses, losses, 
damages or liability incurred by the Proponent as a result of, or arising 
out of, preparing, submitting, or disseminating a Proposal, or for any 
presentations or interviews related to the Proposal, or due to the 
County's acceptance or non-acceptance of a Proposal; and  

1.3.2.8 to waive any right to contest in any proceeding, case, action or 
application, the right of the County to negotiate with any Proponent for 
the Contract whom the County deems, in its sole and unfettered 
discretion, to have submitted the Proposal most beneficial to the County 
and acknowledges that the County may negotiate and contract with any 
Proponent it desires. 

1.3.3 No Tender and no Contractual Relationship 

The Proponent acknowledges and agrees that this procurement process is a Request 
for Proposal and is not a tendering process.  It is part of an overall procurement 
process intended to enable the County to identify a potential successful Proponent.  
The submission of a Proposal does not constitute a legally binding agreement 
between the County and any Proponent.  For greater certainty, by submission of its 
Proposal, the Proponent acknowledges and agrees that there will be no initiation of 
contractual obligations or the creation of contractual obligations as between the 
County and the Proponent arising from this RFP or the submission of a Proposal.  

Further, the Proponent acknowledges that a Proposal may be rescinded by a 
Proponent at any time prior to the execution of the Contract.   
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1.4 Discretion of County 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this RFP to the contrary, the provisions in this Section 
1.4 prevail, govern and override all other parts of this RFP.  The County is not bound to accept 
any Proposal.  At any time prior to execution of the Contract, the County may, in its sole and 
unfettered discretion, or for its own convenience, terminate the procurement process, cancel 
the Work or proceed with the Work on different terms.  All of this may be done with no 
compensation to the Proponents or any other party. 

The County reserves the right, in its sole and unfettered discretion, to:  

1.4.1 utilize any designs, ideas or information contained in any of the Proposals for its sole 
use and benefit without making payment or otherwise providing consideration or 
compensation to any Proponent or any other party;  

1.4.2 negotiate the specific contractual terms and conditions, including but not limited to 
the fee or price of the Work, and the scope of the Work;   

1.4.3 waive any formality, informality or technicality in any Proposal, whether of a minor 
and inconsequential nature, or whether of a substantial or material nature;  

1.4.4 receive, consider, and/or accept any Proposal, regardless of whether or not it 
complies (either in a material or non-material manner) with the submission 
requirements or is the lowest priced proposal, or not accept any Proposal, all without 
giving reasons; 

1.4.5 determine whether any Proposal meets the submission requirements of this RFP; and  

1.4.6 negotiate with any Proponent regardless of whether or not that Proponent is the 
Proponent that has received the highest evaluation score, and  

1.4.7 negotiate with any and all Proponents, regardless of whether or not the Proponent 
has a Proposal that does not fully comply, either in a material or non-material way 
with the submission requirements for the RFP or any requirements contained within 
this RFP. 

1.5 Selection 

Selection of the successful Proponent, if any, is at the sole and unfettered discretion of the 
County. 
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1.6 Disqualification 

The failure to comply with any aspect of this RFP (either in a material way or otherwise), shall 
render the Proponent subject to such actions as may be determined by County, including 
disqualification from the RFP process, suspension from the RFP process and/or imposition of 
conditions which must be complied with before the Proponent will have its privilege of 
submitting a Proposal reinstated. 

1.7 Representations and Warranties 

1.7.1 The County makes no representations or warranties other than those expressly 
contained herein as to the accuracy and/or completeness of the information 
provided in this RFP.  

1.7.2 Proponents are hereby required to satisfy themselves as the accuracy and/or 
completeness of the information provided in this RFP.   

1.7.3 No implied obligation of any kind by, or on behalf of, the County shall arise from 
anything contained in this RFP, and the express representations and warranties 
contained in this RFP, and made by the County, are and shall be the only 
representations and warranties that apply. 

1.7.4 Information referenced in this RFP, or otherwise made available by the County or any 
of its elected officials, officers, employees, agents or advisors as part of the 
procurement process, is provided for the convenience of the Proponent only and 
none of the County, its elected officials, officers, employees, agents and advisors 
warrant the accuracy or completeness of this information.  The Proponent is required 
to immediately bring forth to the County any conflict or error that it may find in the 
RFP.  All other data is provided for informational purposes only.   

2.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE WORK TO BE PERFORMED 

Proponents are to review the General Specifications for the details of the Work which are attached 
hereto as Schedule “A”.  An overview of the Work is set out in this section. 

2.1 The County is seeking proposals from qualified service providers to procure and implement 
an Information Management system for the County. Necessary requirements are detailed in 
Schedule ‘D’. 

3.0 PROPOSAL REQUIREMENTS 

The County reserves the right, but is not required, to reject any Proposal that does not include the 
requirements detailed in Schedule ‘D’. 
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3.1 Description of the Proposal 

3.1.1 Proposals shall include the legal name, address and telephone numbers of the 
individual, the principals of partnerships and/or corporations comprising the 
Proponent, and in the case of partnerships or corporations, the individual who will 
be the representative of the partnership or corporation. The proponent shall also 
complete the information as per Schedule “B”. 

3.2 Execution of the Proposal 

Proposals shall be properly executed in full compliance with the following: 

3.2.1 Proposals and the pricing information, must be signed by the representative for the 
Proponent; 

3.2.2 if the Proposal is made by a corporation, the full name of the corporation shall be 
accurately printed immediately above the signatures of its duly authorized officers 
and the corporate seal shall be affixed;  

3.2.3 if the Proposal is made by a partnership, the firm name or business name shall be 
accurately printed above the signature of the firm and the Proposal shall be signed 
by a partner or partners who have authority to sign for the partnership;  

3.2.4 if the Proposal is made by an individual carrying on business under a name other than 
his own, his business name together with the individual’s name shall be printed 
immediately above its signature; and  

3.2.5 if the Proposal is made by a sole proprietor who carries on business in his own name, 
the proprietor shall print his name immediately below his signature. 

4.0 EVALUATION 

4.1.1 After the RFP Closing Time, the County will review and evaluate all the Proposals 
received based upon the information supplied by the Proponents in accordance with 
the submission requirements of this RFP. 

4.1.2 In evaluating the Proposals received, the County will have the sole and unfettered 
discretion to award the contract to the vendor of its choice.  The County may select 
a Proponent with the lowest, or not necessarily the lowest price. 

4.1.3 By submitting a Proposal, each Proponent acknowledges and agrees that it waives 
any right to contest in any legal proceedings the decision of the County to award the 
contract. 

4.1.4 The County also reserves the right to accept conditions to be offered by and/or 
negotiated with the successful Proponent which are not specifically contained in this 
RFP.  Such options and/or alternatives shall be included in the Proposal review 
process as part of the evaluation. 
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4.1.5 At all times, the County reserves the right to seek written clarification regarding a 
Proposal from a Proponent.  Such clarification shall be deemed an amendment to 
such Proponent's Proposal. 

4.2 Period Open for Consideration 

The Proposals received shall remain open for the County’s consideration for a period of 21 
days following the RFP Closing Date in order to allow for the County to undertake the 
evaluation of the Proposals received and to undertake the negotiations as provided for 
herein. 

4.3 Information Disclosure and Confidentiality 

All documents submitted to County will be subject to the protection and disclosure provisions 
of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act ("FOIP").  FOIP allows persons a 
right of access to records in County's custody or control.  It also prohibits County from 
disclosing the Proponent's personal or business information where disclosure would be 
harmful to the Proponent's business interests or would be an unreasonable invasion of 
personal privacy as defined in sections 16 and 17 of FOIP.  Proponents are encouraged to 
identify what portions of their Proposals are confidential and what harm could reasonably be 
expected from its disclosure.  However, the County cannot assure Proponents that any 
portion of the Proposals can be kept confidential under FOIP. 

4.4 Independent Determination 

A Proposal will not be considered by the County if it was not arrived at independently without 
collusion, consultation, communication or agreement as to any matter, such as prices, with 
any other Proponent. 

4.5 Documents 

All documents submitted by a Proponent shall become the property of County upon being 
presented, submitted, or forwarded to County.  Should any documents be submitted 
electronically, notwithstanding the prohibition on same contained elsewhere in this RFP, then 
their content and the media they are contained in shall also become the property of County 
upon their being presented, submitted or forwarded to County. 

4.6 Use of Documents, Drawings and Ideas 

Notwithstanding anything contained in this RFP as to the purpose for the submission of 
Proposals, the County may use the concepts, ideas, suggestions, and directions contained 
within the documents, drawings, plans, written descriptions and other materials contained in 
Proposals and in any communication surrounding the Proposals provided by the Proponents 
or their agents, for any purpose whatsoever including, but not limited to, use of portions of 
the Proposals or of ideas, information, enhancements to the Evaluation Criteria and designs 
contained therein in other County works.  For clarity, the confidentiality obligations set out 
herein applicable to the County's use of information shall not interfere with the County's right 
to use concepts, ideas, suggestions and directions as herein described.  
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4.7 Canadian Free Trade Agreement and New West Partnership Trade Agreement 

The provisions of the Canadian Free Trade Agreement (“CFTA”) and the New West 
Partnership Trade Agreement (“NWPTA”) apply to this Proposal.  

4.8 Conditions 

The Proponent is responsible for making whatever inquiries or arrangements are necessary 
for it to become fully informed of the nature of the Work, including, but not limited to, the 
Work to be performed and all matters which may in any way affect the Work.  Without 
limiting the foregoing, by the submission of its Proposal, the Proponent acknowledges that it 
has investigated and satisfied itself as to: 

4.8.1 the nature of the Work; 

4.8.2 the location and all conditions relating to the Work; and 

4.8.3 the general character, conditions, laws and restrictions applicable to the Work that 
might affect the performance of the Work; 

The Proponent is fully responsible for obtaining all information required for the preparation 
of its Proposal.  The County is not responsible for undertaking any investigations to assist the 
Proponent.  Any information or other documents which are not included or referred to in a 
Proposal (the "Non-Proposal Information"), form no part of such Proposal.  The County 
assumes no responsibility of any kind whatsoever arising from or relating to its failure to 
include or refer to such Non-Proposal Information. 

The Proponent's obligation to become familiar with the information described in herein is not 
lessened or discharged by reason of any reports made available or supplied in conjunction 
with the proposal process.  Any reports so provided are for informational purposes only and 
the County does not accept or assume any responsibility for the contents or accuracy of such 
reports, and the Proponent agrees that the County shall not be liable in any way to the 
Proponent in respect of such reports.   

The Proponent further agrees that it shall not rely upon any oral information provided to it 
by the County, the County's consultants or any of their respective representatives. 

4.9 Law and Forum of Proposal 

The law to be applied in respect of this RFP shall be the law of the Province of Alberta and all 
civil actions commenced in relation to this RFP shall be adjudicated by the Courts of the 
Province of Alberta.  By submitting a Proposal, the Proponent is deemed to have agreed to 
attorn to the jurisdiction of the Courts of the Province of Alberta.  
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Schedule A – Project Information and Requirements 

 

Introduction  

Leduc County, located immediately south of the City of Edmonton, is a rural municipality of approximately 

13,780 residents. The County spans 105 kilometers east-to-west and 32 kilometers north-to-south. The largest 

urban communities within the County are the Cities of Leduc and Beaumont and the town of Devon. The Nisku 

Business Park, located in Leduc County, is home to over 500 companies and is a vibrant centre of diversified 

industry. The County provides a number of services to residents of the rural area, Nisku Business Park and 

several hamlets, either directly or jointly with other municipalities, including enforcement and fire services; 

road maintenance; water distribution, sewer and waste management services; agricultural services; planning 

and development services and parks and recreation.   

Leduc County purchased an Enterprise Content Management (ECM) System to support records management 

business functions solely in 2009/2010.  Throughout the last 10 years, this system has not only been used for 

managing the County’s records but has also been extended to other business areas for other purposes such 

as maintaining workflows, adding custom applications, and database management. A Business Case was 

completed in 2020 and recommended that the County should look to further extend their current records 

management capabilities and accompanying apps and databases. The intent is to look for the best solution 

that meets The County’s needs based upon the requirements outlined within this RFP. 

Based on the objectives and background provided below, we are looking for a proponent to install a software 

solution for the County that provides a quality, effective Information Management System to support the 

County into the future.  

After the successful completion of software installation, a second phase will occur to implement the solution 

across the organization. This will include Extract/Transform and Load (ETL) activities, Change Management 

Activities, and some amount of Process design activities. A successful proponent may be approached to assist 

in these implementation activities. 

 
Project Objectives 

 

The objective of this component of the project is purely to acquire and install software that is accessible to 

County staff as well as any County systems where integration is required. Additional environments will likely 

be required to test record migration and taxonomy before the second phase of the project occurs. A second 

phase of the project will occur to perform a migration of existing and new County records to the system. The 

successful proponent may be approached to support implementation activities when required by the County. 

 

In Scope and required for the project are: 

 Software that provides Any/All existing document management functionality in the current 

OnBase system version. The County is currently on version 17. 

 Provides newly identified functional and non-functional requirements. 

 Provides all existing app integrations (i.e. Microsoft Office, etc.). 

 Provides any new app integrations. 

 Software installed on County systems. 
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 Provide assistance installing software on County systems. 

 Provide multiple development environments to test records taxonomy and functions 

(Sandbox, Development, Test, and Production). 

 

Out of scope is: 

 Business Area implementation. 

 Physical record archiving – to be completed in another project as part of the Records and Digital 
Information Plan. 

 Digitization. 

 Internal departmental process changes. 

 Current non-integrated systems. 

 E-mail management. 

 Documents in systems fulfilling legislated requirements (i.e. Firepro). 

 Existing records schedules. 

 Leduc County website. 

 Personal and local drives and folders. 
 
Background 

 
Leduc County currently uses the Onbase Information Management system designed by Hyland. Information 
Management processes are currently being reviewed and re-evaluated.  A system will be needed to meet 
any future changes in processes and continue to meet the functionality that the current system provides to 
all business areas.  Each proponent must outline their processes for data migration to their platform as part 
of their RFP response. 
 
 

County Roles and Responsibilities 
 

1.0 The County will provide a contact resource and all relevant internal documentation 

concerning current infrastructure and architecture.  

2.0 The County will provide meeting and temporary workspaces if required. 

 

Consultant Roles and Responsibilities 
 

1.0 The proponent will implement a new Information Management System. 

2.0 The system will meet the needs of requirements detailed in Schedule ‘D’ . 

3.0 The proponent will provide a point of contact for any inquiries related to this project. 

 

Fee Proposal 
 

1.0 The proponent shall provide a fixed price fee proposal at this time including all fees and 

disbursements.  Proponent should include a detailed breakdown of the proposal pricing, 

any ongoing licensing or maintenance costs, and any other terms and conditions. 

2.0 All prices shall be quoted in Canadian dollars with GST identified separately. 
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7. Intended Audience 

 
Leduc County is requesting that the submission be created for Information Management and Technology 
staff for review. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 [End of Schedule A] 
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Schedule B – Request for Proposal Form  
 
 

Full Legal Name of Proponent:  

Street Address:  

Province:  

Postal Code:  

Phone Number:  

Fax Number:  

Proponent Contact (Name & Title):  

Proponent Contact Phone/Fax:  

Proponent Contact Email:  

Date:  

  

I. Submission 

1. The Proponent has carefully examined the RFP documents and has a clear and comprehensive 

knowledge of the Deliverables required under the RFP. By submitting a bid, the Proponent agrees 

and consents to the terms conditions and provisions of the RFP and offers to provide the 

Deliverables in accordance therewith at the rates set out in this completed Request for Proposal 

Form. 

II. Rates 

1. The Proponent has submitted its rates in accordance with the instructions in the RFP and in this 

Request for Proposal Form. The Proponent confirms that it has factored all of the provisions, 

including insurance and indemnity requirements, into its pricing assumptions and calculations. 

III. Addenda 

1. The Proponent is deemed to have read and accepted all addenda issued by the County prior to 

the Deadline for Issuing Addenda. The onus is on proponents to make any necessary amendments 

to their proposals based on the addenda. The Proponent is requested to confirm that it has 

received all addenda by listing the addenda numbers, or if no addenda were issued by writing the 

word “None”, on the following line:                  Proponents who fail to 

complete this section will be deemed to have received all posted addenda. 
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IV. No Prohibited Conduct 

1. The Proponent declares that it has not engaged in any conduct prohibited by this RFP. 

2. If the box below is left blank, the Proponent will be deemed to declare that (a) there was no 

Conflict of Interest in preparing its bid; and (b) there is no foreseeable Conflict of Interest in 

performing the contractual obligations contemplated in the RFP. 

3. Otherwise, if the statement below applies, check the box. 

 The Proponent declares that there is an actual or potential Conflict of Interest relating to 
the preparation of its bid, and/or the Proponent foresees an actual or potential Conflict 

of Interest in performing the contractual obligations contemplated in the RFP. 

4. If the Proponent declares an actual or potential Conflict of Interest by marking the box above, the 

Proponent must set out below details of the actual or potential Conflict of Interest: 

V. Disclosure of Information 

1. The Proponent hereby agrees that any information provided in this bid, even if it is identified as 

being supplied in confidence, may be disclosed where required by law or by order of a court or 

tribunal. The Proponent hereby consents to the disclosure, on a confidential basis, of this bid by 

the County to the advisers retained by the County to advise or assist with the RFP process, 

including with respect to the evaluation of this bid. 

VII. Execution of Agreement 

1. The Proponent agrees that in the event its Request for Proposal is selected by the County, in 

whole or in part, it will finalize and execute the Agreement in accordance with the terms of this 

RFP. 

 

UNSIGNED AND/OR INCOMPLETE REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED 
 

 
Name:    

(Please Print) 
 

 
Signature    

I have the authority to bind the Proponent. 
 

 
[End of Schedule B] 
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Schedule C – Verification of Compliance with Qualifications/Requirements 

Proponents are required to complete and submit this section along with their Request for Proposal. 

Proponents are requested to list a minimum of three (3) references where the Proponent has provided the 

same/similar proposed services to municipal environments in Canada within the past five (5) years. For the 

evaluation purposes of this RFP, the County may contact and conduct discussions with references 

submitted or any other entities not listed herein to verify quality and performance of the services. The 

County reserves the right to request and view the completed reports. 

 
Name of Client: 

Client Contact Name: 

Client Contact Phone Number & Email: 

Description and Relevancy (firm and team): 

 
Name of Client: 

Client Contact Name: 

Client Contact Phone Number & Email: 

Description and Relevancy (firm and team): 

 
Name of Client: 

Client Contact Name: 

Client Contact Phone Number & Email: 

Description and Relevancy (firm and team): 

 
 

[End of Schedule C] 
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Schedule D – Functional and Non-Functional Requirements 

Proponents are required to complete and submit this section along with their Request for Proposal. Proponents are required to identify if any of the 

requirements detailed below come ‘Out of the Box’ with the proponent’s system or can be enabled through additional configuration. In addition, 

proponents are strongly encouraged to provide additional comments in the ‘Vendor Comments’ section to expand on the provision of each 

requirement or identify any other pertinent information. The completed requirements sheet may be included within the Proponents proposal or 

separately as a .xlsx file. 

 

Functional Requirements 

ID # Requirement Mandatory 
or Desirable 

Out of the Box 
Functionality 

(Y/N) 

Configuration 
Required? (Y/N) 

Vendor Comments 

SG 1. System General         

SG1 
Site navigation. Describe what the user experience will be like for end 
users.  

Mandatory    

SG2 
Explain your general overall approach to access control in the 
proposed solution. 

Mandatory    

SG3 
Explain how metadata is managed. 

Mandatory    

SG4 
Explain how the retention schedule is implemented and deployed in 
the environment. Mandatory 

   

SG5 
Explain how the solution will be configured such that a MS Office user 
will be able to store documents into the solution. Mandatory 

   

SG6 
List all pre-configured reports supplied with the proposed solution 

Desirable    

SG7 

Explain how custom reports would be produced using the proposed 
solution. Identify any third-party tools that may be required or 
recommended. 

Desirable 
   

SG8 
The system should support the storage, referencing, and editing of a 
variety of file types. 

Mandatory    

SG9 
Allow a user to bookmark frequently used pages, or earmark relevant 
files or folders. 

Mandatory    

SG10 
Records should have unique record IDs and allow for persistent 
document links. 
 
 

 

Mandatory    
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Functional Requirements 

SG11 
Allow integration between GIS systems and provide the ability to link 
documents and GIS layers 

Mandatory    

BRF 2. Basic Records Functions         

BRF1 
Allow bulk updating of records related metadata fields such as Record 
ID or Category ID. 

Desirable 
   

BRF2 
Define a relationship between a specified record and a second 
specified record or multiple additional specified records. Desirable 

   

BRF3 

Allow for a "records policy" to be applied to a document that has not 
been declared as a Record. Specify which capabilities this feature 
provides: 
1) Retention period 
2) Permitted actions following retention period 
3) Audit trail of actions carried out by this policy 
4) Policy triggers (if applicable specify the triggers). 

Desirable 

   

BRF4 

Record Retention policy can be applied to: 
1) Individual document 
2) All documents in a specified library and/or folder 
3) All documents with a specified Metadata Value 

Mandatory 

   

BRF5 

Solution provides an interface to carry out these operations: 
1) Create a new Category in the File Plan. 
2) Update a notification log for events related to a File Plan Category. Mandatory 

   

BRF6 

Ability to lock content to read or write permissions for various user 
groups when declared. User permissions can be modified by metadata 
if required 

Mandatory 
   

BRF7 

Provide Version Control Capabilities such as: 
1)Single Document Instances 
2)Ability to rollback document versions 
3)Allow for Auditing of version changes 

Mandatory 

   

BRF8 
Multiple Users are able to simultaneously edit current documents 

Mandatory    

BRF9 
Allow for metadata links between separate files. Linked files should be 
available for query and audit Mandatory 
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Functional Requirements 

BRF10 Allow for bulk updating or metadata assignment Mandatory    

BRF11 
The System should provide a function for users to comment within/on 
records stored on the system 

Desirable 
   

BRF12 
Allow for workflow approval of specific documents in the system. 
Parallel and Concurrent approvals should be supported. Integration 
with E-Signature technology may be required. 

Desirable 
   

VR 3. Vital Records         

VR1 
Allow an individual declared record to be marked as Vital. Describe 
how this will be implemented. 

Mandatory    

VR2 

Allow an entire category to be designated as Vital. All records 
classified against the specified category will be automatically marked 
as Vital, both current and any future records. 

Mandatory    

VR3 Allow all records in a search result to be marked as Vital. Mandatory    

RDRB 4. Records Declaration - Rules Based         

RDRB1 
The proposed solution allows declaration to be automated via the 
creation of rules that trigger declaration. 

Mandatory    

RDRB2 A rule must be able to specify the timing of a declaration. Mandatory    

RDRB3 
A rule must be able to specify the location to which a document will 
be routed when declared. 

Mandatory    

RDRB4 
A rule must be able to specify the File Plan Category to be assigned to 
a document. 

Mandatory    

RDRB5 
A rule can be assigned to more than one specified File Plan Category. Mandatory    

RDRB6 
A rule must be able to be applied to a document not declared to be a 
record. 

Desirable    

RDRB7 
A rule can be applied to all documents associated to a specified 
Content Type. 

Mandatory    

RDRB8 
A rule can be applied to all documents located in a specified Location. Desirable    

RDRB9 
A rule can be applied to all documents located in a specified Location 
AND a specified Content Type. 

Desirable    
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Functional Requirements 

RDRB10 
A single rule must be able to include any document metadata field 
(column). 

Mandatory    

RDRB11 
Rules allow a "Like" operator to provide for fuzzy searches. Desirable    

RDRB12 
Allow for a regular expression within a rule to be used for pattern 
matching. 

Desirable    

RDRB14 
Allow rules to be joined together as a group. Desirable    

RDRB15 
Allow multiple rules to be evaluated on a document or document(s) at 
the same time. 

Desirable    

RDRB16 
Provide a priority ranking when using multiple rules. Desirable    

RDRB17 
Allow a rule to contain a record category metadata field value. Desirable    

RDRB18 

Allow for rule variable substitution. The rule can specify a variable for 
a specified metadata property, and automatically substitute the value 
of the property for the variable. With this capability, only a single rule 
would be needed for all 3rd level case categories under a 2nd level 
case parent category. 

Mandatory    

RDRB19 
A rule can specify that declaration will occur after a specified time 
period following upload to the solution. 

Mandatory    

RDRB20 

A rule can specify that declaration will occur following a period of time 
during which the document has not been modified (inactive). 

Mandatory    

RDRB21 
A rule can specify that declaration will occur when a document 
metadata field contains a specified value. 

Desirable    

RDRB22 
A rule can specify that declaration will occur when a specified external 
event occurs. 

Mandatory    

RDRB23 A rule can undeclare a document previously declared. Desirable    

RDRB24 
Allow for each rule to be assigned a name. Specify the maximum 
number of characters allowed. 

Desirable    

RDRB25 Specify the number of conditions that can be included in a rule. Mandatory    
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RDRB26 
Provide a test mode that allows the operator to test a rule prior to 
running the actual rule. 

Desirable    

RDRB27 

Specify the maximum number of single expressions that can be 
contained in a single rule, where a single expression is a property, an 
operator, and a value, such as: Field <Approved> = Yes 

Mandatory    

RDRB28 Identify all (Boolean) operators that can be used within a rule. Mandatory    

RD 5. Records Disposition         

RD1 
Require business unit approval to be present prior to disposition 
taking place. 

Mandatory    

RD2 
Require an authority code (or similar field) to be present prior to 
disposition taking place 

Desirable    

RD3 
Allow a business unit approval workflow to be defined and assigned to 
users or groups. 

Desirable    

RD4 
Allow a retention rule cut-off to be a pre-defined event (event-based 
retention rule). 

Mandatory    

RD5 
Allow a retention rule cut-off to be a period of time (time-based 
retention rule). 

Mandatory    

RD6 

Allow a retention rule cut-off to be based on a relationship to another 
record (record relationship-based retention rule), such as superseded. 

Mandatory    

RD7 
Allow a retention rule cut-off to be a custom-defined condition 
(customized retention rule). 

Desirable    

RD8 
Allow for an event trigger date to be recurring and specify the types of 
recurrences allowed (e.g. daily, weekly, monthly). 

Desirable    

RD9 

Allow for the units of time measurement to be specified for the 
retention period, as shown: 
Days (optional)  
Weeks (optional)  
Months (Mandatory) 
Years (Mandatory) 

Mandatory    
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RD10 

Explain how the proposed solution would provide for non-recoverable 
disposition, where records deleted via disposition cannot be 
recovered following disposition completion. Include the cost of any 
third-party products that may be required. 

Mandatory    

RD11 

The proposed solution must allow for more than one retention stage 
(phase) to be assigned to a given category in the File Plan. Specify how 
many stages are allowed in total for any given category. 

Mandatory    

RD12 
The trigger date for non-case records must be definable as any 
specified document metadata date field. 

Mandatory    

RD13 

Allow for both methods of Retention relation: 
-Synchronous. A stage has to complete before the next stage can 
begin. Once stages are defined, they cannot be rearranged, as each 
stage is linked to the prior stage. 
-Asynchronous. Any given stage can begin without needing the prior 
stage to complete. Stages can be rearranged into any order. 

Mandatory    

RD14 
Specify the maximum number of characters allowed in the retention 
stage name. 

Mandatory    

RD15 

Specify which triggers can prompt a retention stage:  
Cut-off (event or document metadata field)  
Document Date (document metadata date field)  
Previous Stage End Event Date Category Closed 

Mandatory    

RD16 

Specify which of the following actions can be specified at the end of a 
retention stage:  
Advance to next stage  
Move  
Declare  
Undeclare  
Delete  
Keep Permanent  
Transfer (out of system)  
Workflow (trigger a named workflow)  
Close Category 

Mandatory    
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RD17 

Ability to print disposition certificates that show which records were 
destroyed, providing for a signature by the attending Records 
Manager. 

Desirable    

RD18 

Dead links from deleted linked records should notify the user that a 
file did exist but was deleted. The notification should identify 
why/who/when the record was deleted.  

Desirable    

RD19 Move/Transfer of records will retain associated metadata. Desirable    

RD20 
Produce a list of physical records that must be manually destroyed. Desirable    

LH 6. Legal Holds         

LH1 Explain how the proposed solution applies legal holds. 
 

Mandatory    

LH2 
Allow Users to search for all records related to a specific Legal Hold. Mandatory    

LH3 

A legal hold will prevent the following actions to all held documents as 
long as the hold is in effect: 
1) Disposition 
2) Deletion 
3) Modification of content 
4) Modification of metadata 
 

Mandatory    

LH4 
Allow a hold on an undeclared electronic document. Desirable    

LH5 
Apply (and remove) a hold to a specified File Plan category. Mandatory    

LH8 
Apply (and remove) a hold to the entire contents of a specified folder. Desirable    

LH10 
Apply (and remove) a hold to all documents in a search result list. Mandatory    

LH11 
A hold will dis-allow a held document from advancing to another 
disposition stage. 

Mandatory    
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LH12 
If a hold is applied to a location, the hold automatically propagates to 
all subordinate locations. 

Desirable    

LH13 
If a hold is applied to a location, all documents added to the location 
in the future are automatically held. 

Desirable    

LH14 
If a hold is applied to a File Plan category, all documents against that 
category in the future are automatically held. 

Desirable    

LH15 
Allow for all new versions of a held document to be automatically held 
by the same hold applied to the prior version. 

Desirable    

LH16 
Allow users the option to dis-allow new versions of a document that is 
on hold. 

Desirable    

FPM 7. File Plan Management         

FPM1 
Allow any alpha-numeric characters to be included in Category ID 
field. 

Mandatory    

FPM2 
Allow a dash "-" symbol to be included in Category ID field. Desirable    

FPM3 
Specify which symbols are not permissible in the Category ID field (e.g. 
*&^%#_-+). 

Mandatory    

FPM4 
Specify the maximum number of characters allowed in a Category ID 
field. 

Mandatory    

FPM5 
Automatically assign next available Category ID field when creating a 
new category. 

Desirable    

FPM6 
Automatically prevent any two categories from having the same 
Category ID within the same hierarchical level of the File Plan. 

Desirable    

FPM7 
Allow any alpha-numeric characters to be included in Category Title 
field. 

Mandatory    

FPM8 
Specify the maximum number of characters allowed in a Category Title 
field. 

Mandatory    

FPM9 
Specify the maximum number of characters allowed in a Category 
Description field. 

Mandatory    

FPM10 Provide for an Authority field for each File Plan Category. Desirable    

FPM11 
Each category must specify whether the category is of type Case or 
not. 

Mandatory    
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FPM12 
Specify an Open Date and Closed Date for each category. Desirable    

IE 9. Import & Export         

IE1 
Allow for an import/export of File Plan categories. Desirable    

IE2 
Allow for the option to auto-fill metadata and other related 
information from file import. 

Desirable    

IE3 
Allow for an import/export of electronic records, including the records 
and all associated metadata field values. 

Desirable    

IE4 
Allow for mapping of metadata fields in the source data to 
corresponding target fields in the proposed solution. 

Desirable    

IE5 
Provide a process whereby physical records data (folders, boxes, 
artifacts) can be imported into the solution. 

Desirable    

IE6 
Support OCR for mass scanning paper documents and ability to auto-
suggest metadata tags 

Mandatory    

IE7 
Support OCR functionality to split and upload multi-page documents 
into respective file plan locations 

Mandatory    

IE8 

Support source field to metadata mapping when importing records 
from external sources. Mapping should be user friendly and 
potentially implemented in an Import Wizard. 

Mandatory    

IE9 
Allow a user to import a document as a record via the Send To method 
of sending a document to the solution. 

Desirable    

IE10 
Allow a user to import a document as a record via the Save As action 
within MS Word, Excel or PowerPoint. 

Desirable    

IE11 

Allow a user to select multiple documents to be declared as records, 
where different documents can be classified against different File Plan 
categories. 

Desirable    

SR 10. Search & Retrieval         

SR1 
Explain how the proposed solution allows for search and retrieval of 
records, including physical records. 

Mandatory    
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SR2 

Search for both electronic and physical records in a single query. 
Explain how electronic and physical records are combined in a single 
result list. 

Mandatory    

SR3 Search physical records by any physical record field. Mandatory    

SR4 Search electronic records by any document metadata field. Mandatory    

SR5 
Search all records (electronic and physical) by any combination of 
metadata fields (electronic & physical). 

Mandatory    

SR6 
Search records and non-records within the same query. Desirable    

SR7 Search File Plan categories by any category field value. Mandatory    

SR8 

Allow Boolean operators within a search query (AND, OR, NOT, NEAR, 
like, wildcard, phrase, etc.). Specify which Boolean operators are 
supported. 

Mandatory    

SR9 
All search results are displayed in accordance with security 
permissions. 

Mandatory    

SR10 
Allow to administrator to specify/alter the maximum allowable search 
results per onscreen display page. 

Mandatory    

SR12 
Provide a refinement panel that can filter results within the search list. Mandatory    

SR13 
Ability to filter search results by: Content Type, Username, Category 
ID, Metadata field (system and user defined). 

Mandatory    

SR14 

Clearly identify which metadata columns, if any, do not support 
options for filtering (e.g. Content Type, managed metadata, multiple 
lines of text, etc.) and describe proposed solutions. 

Mandatory    

SR15 

Specify on which properties the search results list can be sorted (e.g. 
name alphabetical, date chronological). Indicate if this can be 
customized. 

Mandatory    
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SR16 

Allow for the following actions to be carried out on a record 
(electronic or physical) selected from a search query result list:  
View Properties 
View all versions of the record 
Move to a different location (Optional) 
View all other records classified against the same category. (Optional) 
Request the record 
Pass record along to another user (Optional) 
View the record's descriptive metadata (barcode, history, status, etc.) 
(Optional) 

Mandatory    

SR17 
Related records are located and identified as related in the search 
results. 

Mandatory    

SR18 
Allow a grid or list view of search results. Desirable    

SR19 Allow for full text search Mandatory    

SR20 

Ability to browse or search all records in the file system or within a 
specific domain of the file system, with filtering and sorting 
capabilities. 

Mandatory    

AT 11. Audit Trail         

AT1 
Describe how your system audits access and security, logging user 
usage etc. 

Mandatory    

AT2 
Describe how your system reports security and audit information. Is 
the produced report intuitive for an investigation? 

Mandatory    

AT3 

Detail your product’s audit and logging capabilities. Include: 
-Types of security events 
-How and where events are logged 
-Access controls to the audit records 
-How audit records are protected from deletion and unauthorized 
disclosure and modification 
-Administrator privileges 
-Configuration capabilities 

Mandatory    
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AT4 

Include the following in an audit record: 
- User ID or process ID causing the event 
- Success or failed attempts to access security file 
- Date & time of event 
- Event type 
- Success or failure of event 
- Success or failure of login attempt 
- Denial of access resulting from excessive number of login attempts 
- For add, change or delete events: name of data object written or 
deleted 
- Granting elevated privileges 
- For identification and authorization: origin of request (originating 
host IP address) 
- Discreet auditing of specific data elements. 

Mandatory    

AT5 

Is the audit function configurable to allow the administrator to select 
which events are to be logged and which data elements are captured 
about each event? 

Mandatory    

AT6 

Detail your product's ability/features that enable integration of data 
across County systems for auditing purposes. 

Mandatory    
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Non-Functional Requirements 

ID # Requirement 
Mandatory 
or Desirable 

Out of the Box 
Functionality 

(Y/N) 

Configuration 
Required? (Y/N) Vendor Comments 

T 1. Technical         

T1 
Any software included in the proposal is the latest release and the 
vendor is authorized to license it to the County. 

Mandatory    

T2 

The solution is compatible with MS Windows 10 and newer desktop 
OS and PC hardware. Outline system requirements and general 
recommendations. 

Mandatory    

T3 Solution is based on on-premises infrastructure. Mandatory    

T4 
The system supports operation on MS 2016 or 2019 Server as the 
server platform. 

Mandatory    

T5 The system is fully compatible with SQL Server 2016 or 2019. Mandatory    

T6 
The system supports deployment in a VMware virtualized server 
environment. 

Mandatory    

T7 
All software applications and any recommended hardware must be 
compliant with a routed IP network. 

Mandatory    

T8 
The system and its supporting software do not require the use of 
hardware dongles for licensing enforcement. 

Mandatory    

T9 

Identify any dependent software components that must be deployed 
to the desktop, such as Acrobat, browser plug-ins, Java, etc. 

Mandatory    

T10 
Describe the method(s) of integration with other systems. For 
example, Web Services or API. 

Desirable    

T11 
Describe the process of announcing, providing, deploying and 
scheduling of system updates/patches. 

Mandatory    

T12 
Do you utilize any third-party software or products to support system 
functionality? If yes, please identify. 

Mandatory    

T13 
Identify hardware requirements for any other required peripherals or 
network attached hardware 

Desirable    
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T14 

Provide a list of non-functional requirements that the County would 
require in order to achieve ideal infrastructure performance, capacity 
and compatibility for the proposed software solution. 

Mandatory    

T15 

The system integrates with County systems including: Serenic ERP, 
ESRI GIS, CAMAlot Assessment, as well as future/planned County 
systems 

Mandatory    

T16 
Describe the method(s) of integration with future County systems 
after initial system implementation. 

Mandatory    

S 2. Support         

S1 
The County will be assigned an account representative acting as a 
central point of contact. 

Mandatory    

S2 
Provide details of your standard support agreement including priority 
levels and escalation procedures. 

Mandatory    

S3 
The Proponent provides phone support during County hours of 
operation (8:00-4:30 MST). 

Mandatory    

S4 

The Proponent has a dedicated support website with product 
information, support and software release downloads. Provide a link. 

Mandatory    

S5 
The Proponent’s support provides a ticketing system that is accessible 
online. 

Mandatory    

S6 

The Proponent will have the ability to remotely access the County’s 
systems in order to provide support. Please explain methods used. 

Mandatory    

S7 

Documentation and training materials are available online and/or 
electronically. Documentation and training materials should be 
refreshed with each update to the system and include training on any 
new or modified features. 

Mandatory    

S8 
Please indicate the pricing and engagement model for customizations 
and modifications. 

Mandatory    

S9 

Describe how support could be maintained and/or system operation 
be preserved in the case the vendor should cease operating. 

Mandatory    
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S10 

The proponent shall be able to provide the County the following 
minimum maintenance requirements: 
- Major product revisions & upgrades 
- Software Patches 
- Performance Enhancements 
- Capacity Recommendations 
- New Versions/Releases 
- Support for all upgrades and their installation 

Mandatory    

S11 
Maintenance shall include enhancements to customizations made to 
satisfy the deliverables described in the RFP. 

Mandatory    

S12 

New versions, releases and patches shall provide backwards 
compatibility for the customizations, if any, that are utilized to satisfy 
the deliverables outlined within the RFP. 
 

Mandatory    

SIM 3. Security & Information Management         

SIM1 
System provides a login and authentication mechanism for access, 
preferably Active Directory integrated. 

Mandatory    

SIM2 
Security rights can be applied to definable groups of users in addition 
to individual users. 

Mandatory    

SIM3 

Explain how the proposed solution applies security control to declared 
records. Identify the various functions (menu option or capability) that 
can be granted to users or roles. 

Desirable    

SIM4 
Assign a permission to all records in a specified File Plan category. Mandatory    

SIM5 
Allow a list of authorized users to be assigned to an individual record. 
This access restriction over-rides all other access. 

Desirable    

SIM6 

Allow a list of authorized users to be assigned to an individual File Plan 
category. This access restriction over-rides all other access. 

Desirable    

SIM7 

System has account security functionality to limit user access to 
sections of the application and/or restrict access to read-only. Provide 
details on levels and granularity of the security model. 

Mandatory    

SIM8 
Specify encryption and authentication methods and protocols used 
when storing, transmitting or accessing data. 

Mandatory    
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SIM9 
System provides an activity log detailing user logins and transactions. Mandatory    

SIM10 Access controls should be role-based not object based. Mandatory    

SIM11 
Allow guest access to selected documents/document areas for upload 
and editing purposes. 

Mandatory    

MOB 4. Mobility         

MOB1 
Allow for local caching of content to support field work in remote 
areas. 

Desirable    

MOB2 
Allow for upload of data to resume upon connectivity change or 
syncing of locally cached machines upon connection. 

Mandatory    

MOB3 

Support Mobile Connection to the system from a variety of platforms 
including but not limited to: Tablets, Laptop PCs, and Android/IOS 
Devices. 

Desirable    

 

[End of Schedule D] 

 


